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A1
1. Poetry can possibly bridge the gap between the human capacity for abstract
thinking and the narrow literal percepton of computers.
2. Could poetry be the key to humanizing computers?
3. Pressman seems convinced that computers can become more human through
poetry and is optmistc that their project will prove this.

A2
4. B
5. C
6. B
7. A
8. C
9. A

B

B1
10. unfortunately
11. actvate
12. exhausted/sleepy
13. anxiously
14. variety

B2
15. everyone understood
16. Due to/ Because of
17. hard, tried
18. Never had
19. this tme

B3
20. D
21. A
22. G
23. C
24. B

Γ.
Let’s Put a Stop to Bullying
Unfortunately bullying is becoming more and more common in schools. Recently,
I witnessed an incident where a classmate was picked on by another student and I
was horrifed by the brutality of the event. Although the bully was subsequently
punished I feel a more permanent soluton to the problem is needed.
While I totally agree that it is necessary to deal with incidents of bullying as they
occur, punishment alone won’t solve this problem. It just reinforces the bully’s
belief in the unfairness of society and they will just contnue taking their
frustraton out on others. A more systematc approach is necessary.
Firstly, students should organize awareness campaigns to send a message that
bullying is unacceptable and encourage students to report incidents of bullying.
Furthermore, some lesson tme needs to be dedicated to discussing bullying.
Emphasizing the negatve consequences of bullying and encouraging students to
empathize with others could lead to bullies making more positve life choices.
Bullying is an insidious menace in schools which causes untold misery and
sufering to its victms. It is up to all of us to tackle it and make schools safer and
healthier environments for everyone.
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